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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss the possibility of using machine learning
(ML) to specify and validate maturity models, in particular maturity
models related to the assessment of digital capabilities of an orga-
nization. Over the last decade, a rather large number of maturity
models have been suggested for different aspects (such as type of
technology or considered processes) and in relation to different
industries. Usually, these models are based on a number of assump-
tions such as the data used for the assessment, the mathematical
formulation of the model and various parameters such as weights
or importance indicators. Empirical evidence for such assumptions
is usually lacking. We investigate the potential of using data from
assessments over time and for similar institutions for the ML of
respective models. Related concepts are worked out in some de-
tails and for some types of maturity assessment models, a possible
application of the concept is discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Maturity evaluation or assessment is an activity which is frequently
done for different types of organizations and in different industries.
This is especially useful for finding out where a company currently
stands relative to its competitors on its path to excellence and how it
could improve. Maturity assessments often focus on the adaptation
of novel technologies and related innovations, especially regard-
ing the adaption of information and communication technologies
(digitalization).

A model is needed, which specifies how maturity is measured or
calculated and what data is used for this purpose. In the academic
literature and in more practice-related publications, a wide vari-
ety of different models is suggested [2] [8] [20] [30]. As we show
with some examples, in most cases the suggested and employed
models lack empirical evidence and are rather simplistically formu-
lated and/or make some ad-hoc assumptions regarding the model
parameters used.

With the project Digital Competence for Healthcare (DC4HC)
we develop a maturity model for the assessment of non-medical
support services within the healthcare sector. The model will be
used to develop a platform offering tools to support health insti-
tutions to analyze their digital maturity based on assessed data
and receive recommendations depending on their maturity level.
Developing a maturity model includes the definition of dimensions,
representing the areas covered by the model, the definition of in-
dicators representing the items to be analyzed in each dimension
and a logic for calculating the assessment levels.

For this logic, our approach goes one step beyond existing ap-
proaches. We use data collected over time on the platform where
institutions use the model to measure their maturity and we provide
an empirical foundation for the model used to measure maturity.
Starting from a model that was initially created based on reasonable
assumptions (e.g., by domain experts) as is the case with various
other models in the literature, our idea is to use data collected over
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time and from various institutions to provide an empirical basis for
the maturity measurement model used.

In particular, data collected on the platform is analyzed with ma-
chine learning (ML) techniques. ML is considered a part of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) research and can be defined as “the science (and
art) of programming computers so they can learn from data” [9]. In
our project, ML algorithms are used to build and improve a model
based on sample data collected on a maturity assessment platform.
As a result, evidence-based relationships are determined from the
data such as the impact of assessed features related to the adop-
tion of information technology (answers to maturity assessment
questions), and maturity levels and possibly other key performance
indicators (KPIs). This also supports the benchmarking within the
user group (e.g., healthcare institutions, specific types of healthcare
institutions, and across national healthcare sectors) and provides
a validation and an enhancement of the a priori maturity model.
In this paper, we describe the concept of the related research and
development.

2 RELATEDWORK
The approach of validating maturity models using empirical data
has not yet been sufficiently explored. Apart from the AI based con-
tribution discussed above, validation is mostly performed through
literature review or expert interviews, while empirical evidence is
still pending [27]. While the best empirical evidence is available for
maturity models in software development [14] [25], the situation
appears unsatisfactory in other technology-related areas such as
Industry 4.0 [27].

Currently, the use of advanced techniques from data analytics,
and ML approaches in particular, are rarely used in connection
with maturity assessment. Vlahovic, Milanovic, and Skrinjar [29]
analyzed the maturity of business process orientation using data
from 204 Croatian and Slovenian companies based on 51 questions.
They employed ML using a decision tree model to classify the
companies according to maturity levels and obtained very accurate
results. Similar results were also presented in [10].

Liu et al. [19] studied the maturity of open-source software
projects using time series data extracted from GitHub projects and
a support vector machine forML. The results provided a high degree
of accuracy and highlighted advantages over a traditional maturity
assessment model.

Dissanayake and Ramachandran [6] followed a similar line of
research and studied ML in maturity assessment in the context of
software process improvement. They proposed a linear regression
methodology and compared it to traditional approaches. Similar
research was conducted by Raza and Faria [26] who also use a linear
regression model to assess software process performance.

Specific research or technological solutions based on ML for
maturity assessment in the healthcare sector were not found.

3 BASIC APPROACH
3.1 Maturity Model
Let us assume that the maturity model can be described as follows:
Based on several variables x1, . . ., xn, which can be denoted as a
vector x = (x1, . . ., xn), a maturity score or level y ∈ ℜ is calculated

by a function f, i.e.
y = f (x) (1)

Instead of a maturity score or level which requires further defini-
tion, y could also be any other suitable performance indicator of the
entity to be analyzed, e.g., something which is more easily measur-
able such as indicators based on accounting data. Some examples
of empirically measurable and relevant KPIs could be throughput-
times of processes, quality issues as measured for example by open
IT tickets, investment amount, return on (invested) capital, growth
rates (e.g., related to turnover or number of patients) or customer
satisfaction (if assessed regularly).

Themodel could also be generalized in a straight-forward way by
assuming a multicriteria evaluation of maturity instead of a scalar
value, or the consideration of several performance indicators by
assuming a vector y comprising q indicators or criteria, i.e., y ∈ ℜq

Without loss of generality, we can assume, that the model is
based on several parameters p1, . . ., pm, such as weights, importance
indicators etc. which adapt a general type of model to a specific
application or domain. Using the vector notation p=(p1, . . ., pm)
for the parameters, this leads to the following model formulation:

y = f (x ,p) (2)

3.2 Machine Learning for Model Adaptation
Assume that empirical data from several entities is available. Let
us denote the entities to be evaluated by an ID, e.g., a user ID or
customer ID, denoted as id ∈ {id1, . . ., idk}. In addition, we assume
that empirical data from one entity id is assessed at different times
t ∈ {t1,id, . . . , tT,id}. For instance, maturity assessment is conducted
each year.

For simplicity, we assume that all assessed data will be used
for ML without considering specific entity relationships and time
aspects. Assuming that in total z data sets are available, the data can
be described as follows: X = {x1, . . ., xz} are the data of the variables
for the maturity model, Y = {y1, . . ., yz} are the corresponding
maturity scores (or other performance indicators) measured or
otherwise assessed, i.e., a correct maturity model f should deliver a
corresponding maturity score for each of the variable settings that
is identical to the measured value:

yi = f
(
x i ,p

)
forall i ∈ {1, . . . , z} . (3)

Of course, it cannot be assumed that such a model is perfectly
accurate for every data item. Therefore, the deviation between
calculated and measured score is expected to be reasonably small
which leads to an optimization problem (as usual in ML applica-
tions). This results in the usually used formulation for a general
problem in regression analysis

yi=f
(
x i ,p

)
+ ei forall i ∈ {1, . . . , z} . (4)

with ei representing an additive error termwhich should be as small
as possible.

4 DISCUSSION OF THE APPLICABILITY TO
SOME MATURITY MODELS

In this section, we discuss a few selected maturity assessment mod-
els in terms of their suitability for machine learning applications.
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A more comprehensive recent survey of such models is included in
[16]. A survey related to maturity models with focus on healthcare
information systems is given by Carvalho, Rocha and lvaro [4].
Another recent review of maturity models related to the context of
our project is given by Kirecci et al. [17]. Ongoing major research
and development projects such as the digital maturity tool and the
Innovation radar developed under the Digital Europe programme
[7] are also not covered in the following.

An example of existing maturity models is the National Health
Service model (NHS) [21]. It consists of 179 scored questions re-
lated to three themes (readiness, capabilities, and infrastructure),
which in turn are divided into fourteen sections. Each question is
evaluated on a score from 0 to 100. Section scores are calculated
as average scores from all scored questions within the relevant
section, rounded to the next integer. Theme scores are determined
as rounded average scores from all scored sections under the theme
in question.

With a slight simplification of the model (leaving out the round-
ing and the consideration of missing questions scores), the model
can be written as in (2) assuming that the variables are aggregated
in a linear fashion using given constant weights pi

y =
n∑
i=1

pixi (5)

In the formulation (5), the parameters serve as variable-specific
weights and their number equals the number of variables, i.e., n=m.
Mostly, these weights are identical and different values are only
used to take care for a different number of variables (questions)
relating to each section. In addition, let us note, that overall scores
are calculated for each theme resulting in three overall score values.
It would, of course, be possible to calculate a unique maturity score
following the same model ideas, i.e., using an average value of the
three scores.

A similar model is suggested by NSW [15], which considers
five maturity pillars such a governance and leadership, people and
culture, capacity and capability, innovation, and technology. For
each of these pillars, several statements have to be considered true
or false, e.g., 27 statements for governance and leadership, each of
them associated with a maturity level from 1 to 5. Thus, the assessed
variables xi are binary and weighted level factors are specified by
the model creators. Users of the model are advised for each pillar to
“look at the pattern of ticks” regarding the statements, and then to
“estimate a rating 1 – 5”, e.g., considering where most ticks appear.
However, the option to specify levels between two integer values is
also offered. In addition, it is mentioned that users could consider
“greater weighting than others for [their] organization”. In the end,
it is suggested to determine an overall digital maturity rating by
“[adding] pillars then divide by 5”.

Applying a more precise mathematical notation and omitting
simplifications such as rounding, the model can be described as
follows:

yj =
∑nj

i=1
pix

j
i /
∑nj

i=1
x
j
i (6)

yj is the pillar-specific score, xji are the binary variables relating to
pilar j with xji =1 if the respective statement is evaluated as true
and 0 otherwise. nj is the number of statements relating to pillar
j. The pi are the specified maturity levels for each statement. The

overall score is then calculated as follows:

y =
5∑
j=1

0.2yj (7)

Ustaoğlu [28] suggests a maturity model considering the
following five dimensions: leadership, strategy, people, pro-
cess/product/services, partnership/resources. Each of these dimen-
sions is subdivided into several more specific topics (e.g., five for
the leadership area) with a number of criteria (e.g., in total sixteen
criteria (variables) for the leadership area). The criteria are always
measured on a scale from 0 to 4. In total there are 76 questions
and corresponding variables. As the five main areas are equally
weighted for the overall score, the specific weights with which the
individual variables are to be multiplied are different due to the
varying number of criteria corresponding to each area. Basically,
the model can be described as in (4).

The Accenture model [1] is similar in structure to (4): Maturity
related questions are organized in the three dimensions: identifica-
tion and design of business transformations, characteristics of Latin
America for business transformations, and execution of business
transformations. These dimensions are further subdivided into a
total of eight groups. Due to some inconsistencies of the model
(incorrect numbering of questions, missing cells of question data
in the Excel file, incorrect consideration of assessed relevance data
in final scores) the model is not further discussed here.

The Deloitte [5] model considers five main dimensions of ma-
turity: customer, strategy, technology, operations, and organiza-
tion & culture. These five core dimensions are divided into 28 sub-
dimensions, for which a total of 179 digital criteria (variables) are
suggested. The maturity questions are evaluated on a 5-point Likert
scale. We note that further details of the model were not found, and
that Deloitte used variants of maturity models in other studies.

The model by pom+Consulting AG [24] refers to Building Infor-
mation Modeling (BIM). Digital maturity is measured on a scale
from 1 to 10. For some topic areas (ten selected BIM areas) it is
said that maturity evaluation is done on a scale from 1 to 5. It is
also mentioned that assessment is done on a four-point scale with
additional response option “not relevant”. Further details of the
model are not provided.

A more complex maturity model is discussed by Kljajić Borštnar
and Pucihar [16] with focus on small and medium-sized enter-
prises (SMEs). The model is based on concepts from multi-attribute
decision making methodologies and uses 34 basic attributes (as-
sessment indicators) which are aggregated over several hierarchies
to 17 higher level attributes. Utility functions in the form of sim-
ple “if–then” rules are used for aggregation. In their approach, the
utility functions are determined by experts and validated by ex-
ploring them on a sample of eight SMEs. For the suggested model,
machine learning could automatically generate a specification of
the model hierarchy and related rules from the data, and a test set
could provide a respective validation, possibly from a much larger
set of involved companies.

The maturity model by University St. Gallen [3] is a more com-
plex model that considers nine dimensions divided into a total of
64 indicators measured on a 5-point Likert scale. Five maturity
levels are derived from a cluster analysis based on the weighted
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data obtained from a survey study. Indicators that are fulfilled by
many study participants are assigned an easy level of difficulty
corresponding to maturity level 1 while difficult indicators that are
fulfilled by only a few participants are assigned to maturity level 5.

A cluster maturity degree is calculated considering the subse-
quent fulfilment of indicators starting with lower-level clusters.
This means that the fulfilment of higher-level indicators is not con-
sidered when lower-level indicators are not fulfilled. However, the
details of this concept, which uses ad-hoc threshold values speci-
fying the fulfillment of indicators in a cluster to indicate that the
next level is reached (but not one level further) appear arbitrary.
In addition, a second maturity degree, the so-called point maturity
degree, is calculated as considering all indicator values (in relation-
ship to the maximum reachable values). An overall maturity degree
is calculated as the average of the other two maturity degrees.

The authors also mention that the maturity model is revised
from year to year, e.g., by adding new indicators. This fact and the
expected modification of the maturity degree measurement due to
varying clusters over time (as revealed by the specific survey data)
do not make the model a good candidate for ML, which assumes a
constant model when training data from different time periods are
used.

The ABILI maturitymodel developed at the University of Applied
Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland [11] [12] considers
four dimensions, structured as a matrix along the two axes consist-
ing of internal and external factors and human and organizational
factors: customer centricity, business model, operational excellence,
and organizational excellence. These dimensions are further divided
into four to five sub-dimensions each. Like the maturity model from
the University of St. Gallen these sub-dimensions are further di-
vided into 56 indicators measured on a 5-point Likert scale. The
indicators are measured twice, on the one hand along the current
strategy goals of the companies and on the other hand along the
current implementation success. This differentiated consideration
is not offered by the other models. The calculation of the maturity
takes place as described in (5).

An alternative to this calculation approach would be to use the
data from the current implementation success for maturity assess-
ment whereas data relating to the current strategy goals of the
companies could be used for weighting the other data in order to
assess maturity levels. This approach would imply that there are no
general weights for different maturity-related aspects among differ-
ent institutions, but each institution would need to set up and tune
their individual model. This would impede the machine learning
approach as a larger number of training data would be required for
each individual institution which could only be collected during a
large number of years. In addition, this approach would complicate
possibilities of comparing and benchmarking institutions as they
usually assign different priorities to different aspects related to
maturity.

Based on the original suggestions of maturity assessment by
Nolan [22, 23] and as emphasized by . Carvalho, Rocha and lvaro [4],
maturity is often measured on a discrete scale denoted as maturity
stages, levels, or classes. For instance, Nolan originally suggested a
four stages maturity model [22] which was later extended to a six
stages model [23]. In their survey comprising 14 maturity models,
Carvalho, Rocha and lvaro [4] find models with three to nine stages,

where models with five stages dominate. This is probably caused
by the influence of the well-known Capability Maturity Model as
originally described by Humphrey [13].

As mentioned before and discussed for some of the above models,
an easy and frequently used approach is to calculate a score as in
Eg. (5) or (6)-(7) and then use rounding to achieve an integer valued
maturity level. Another similar approach is to define maturity levels
by intervals of maturity scores. For instance, in [31] it is shown
how intervals of maturity scores (which cover the full range of
achievable scores) can be mapped to integer valued maturity levels.
It would be straightforward to include a respective rounding or
mapping from maturity scores to levels in a machine learning based
model.

However, an alternative approach would be not to apply the
regression model as in (4) but to apply a classification method for
machine learning. While clustering is an unsupervised approach
for categorizing items based on similarity, classification is usually
done in a supervised fashion assuming given categories for assign-
ing items. This means, for the assessed institutions, both the basic
maturity data and maturity levels based on them must be assessed.
For the machine learning related to classification different meth-
ods can be used as discussed for instance, in [18]. After training
the model can then classify new data items based on the learned
model. In contrast to standard models as assumed in the literature,
there is no predefined influence on the basic maturity data on the
maturity levels. For instance, it could be possible that some ground
data have no significant influence on the maturity level or that it
influences the maturity level in a counterintuitive way. It would
also be possible that some ground data which would manually be
classified as relevant for a different maturity-related aspect have an
influence on another unexpected aspect. However, such promising
discoveries can also be made in the context of a regression model,
which appears in general more attractive as the assumed matu-
rity levels in the suggested models are usually based on an ordinal
scale which allows a rounding or mapping approach based on a
regression model.

5 CONCLUSIONS
As can be seen (and occasionally mentioned by the model creators
themselves) the consideration of the specific importance of the
variables used is insufficient. Frequently, the different variables are
considered in an identical way, which may appear to be “fair” but
does not consider expectable differences in their importance or
interdependencies among the variables. In some cases, different
weights are used, but in a rather ad-hoc way, e.g., to make main
areas including different numbers of variables equally important
or based on a rough classification of statements regarding maturity
levels as in (4).

Thus, the use of empirical data for ML appears promising to
achieve more differentiated models. In addition, no sufficient rea-
son is provided why the models should have the rather simple linear
structure usually assumed. In reality, more complex and in particu-
lar also nonlinear relationships could exist between basic variables
and derived maturity assessments. This also reflects the require-
ments for organizations to individualize their maturity assessments,
as shown by Felch et al. [8]. For that reason, a ML approach could
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also consider more general functions describing related connections.
For instance, neural networks could be a sufficiently general type
of function to model such complex relationships and support their
assessment by ML. Using standard libraries with ML methods, it
should be possible to try out a variety of further ML algorithms (e.g.,
logistic regression, decision trees, random forest, support vector
machines, or naive Bayes). With the help of a dynamic model based
on empirical data, as proposed in this paper, it is possible to meet
the capabilities and requirements of maturity models expected in
practice.
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